APPENDIX I

Questionnaire for Children

Rate the ideas below. Put the number ‘1’ before the idea that is most important to you and so on until all are numbered. Add any others at bottom and rate them also.

HONESTY
TOLERANCE
SYMPATHY
CLEANLINESS
ANY OTHER (Pls. specify)

Kindly check mark (✓) the following items according to your opinion;

1. Mahesh has got less mark in exams. So the children of his class are teasing him. What should he do?

   He should protest against them.
   He should stop coming to the school.
   He should accept the fact and try to do well in the next examination.

2. There is a new student in the class. She is very naughty and also uses abusive language. What should her classmates do?

   They should stop talking with her.
   They should try to be friendly with her and help her in being a good girl.
   They should also become naughty and use abusive language.

3. A student plays mischief in the classroom, giving hard-time to the teacher. While teaching in the class, what should the teacher do?

   The teacher should ignore him.
   The teacher should treat him like others.
   The teacher should criticise him in every step.

4. Dinesh’s partner is a slow writer. That is why he quite often carries Dinesh’s notebooks home. What should Dinesh do?

   Dinesh should refuse to give him the notebooks.
   Dinesh should help him in completing his work in time.
   Dinesh should quarrel with him.
5. The teacher is scolding Anand for his misbehaviour. What should Anand do?

He should accept the fact and keep quiet.
He should argue with the teacher and try to prove himself innocent.
He should continue to misbehave with students and the teacher.

6. Razia is a good athlete. She tries hard to do well. However her coach is not happy with her performance. What should Razia do?

She should change the coach.
She should try to find out her pitfalls and request the coach to train her to get better.
She should stop taking interest in athletics.

7. Deval is an intelligent student. While appearing in the examination she found that she is unable to answer one question. What should she do?

She should leave the question and come out.
She should think peacefully and try to recollect.
She should ask her friends to allow her to copy the answer.

8. There is a dog called Moti in a school. Once the dog got some disease, and the doctors said it is not good for children’s health. What should the children do?

Children should request the chowkidar to put Moti in gunny-bag and throw out of the town.
Children should request the chowkidar to take Moti to the hospital.
Children should start beating Moti so that he should run away from the school.

9. Dipu does not have many toys because he is poor. He wants to play with Raman’s toys. What should Raman do?

Raman should allow him to play with his toys.
Raman should not allow him to play with his toys, because Dipu is a poor boy.
Raman should allow him to play but all the time must remind him not to break.

10. Sameer’s co-student after copying in the examination threw the paper near Sameer. The teacher found it out thinking that the paper belongs to Sameer. What should teacher do?

He should expel Sameer without knowing the fact.
He should listen carefully to Sameer and try to find out about the actual person.
He should report to the principal.
11. There is a pencil on Nayan's Desk. The owner of the pencil is not traced. What should Nayan do?

- Keep the pencil for own use.
- Leave the pencil where it was found.
- Handover the pencil to the Principal or to the Teacher.

12. Avaya is given assessed answer books of mathematics. Avaya has secured five out of twenty marks. What should he do when his father enquires?

- Put one before five in grading and show 15 marks to his father.
- Inform parents that the answer-books of mathematics have not yet been given back to the students.
- Face his parents' anger by disclosing the exact marks secured by him.

13. Navin's bill in a hotel is Rs. 175/- The waiter says that it is Rs. 125/- by mistake. What should Navin do?

- Leave the hotel by paying Rs. 125 at the counter.
- Pay Rs. 175 at the counter.
- Pay Rs. 175 at the counter and pay Rs. 25/- to the waiter.

14. Geeta was absent once in the class but her teacher by mistake marked her present. What should Geeta do?

- Get her marked absent and pay the fine.
- Pay the fine without getting marked absent.
- Do nothing.

15. Renuka's total marks in Social Studies are 26. By mistake the teacher has put 36. If she corrects the mistake Renuka fails in the subject. What should she do?

- She should get the total corrected even if she fails.
- She should write an answer afresh and put the marks to make up for the mistake in the total.
- She should not get the total corrected and pass.

16. Mahesh was the last to get down from the bus. He saw a purse on one of the seats. He found Rs. 50/- in the purse. What should he do?

- Take away the money and put the purse back.
- Take away the purse and the money.
- Hand-over the purse with the money to Depot manager.
17. Nalin forgot to purchase the bus ticket. He realized it while getting down from the bus. What should Nalin do?

- Buy a ticket from the conductor.
- Go away without bothering about the ticket.
- Pay half the amount to the conductor and not take a ticket.

18. Dipali’s partner is copying in the examination. Dipali detects that. What should she do?

- She should inform the supervisor.
- She should start writing from her partner.
- Dipali should take out her own slip and start copying.

19. Neelam gets a signed bearer cheque of some bank and can encash it. What should she do?

- Encash the cheque and take away the money.
- Deposit the cheque to the bank manager.
- Encash the amount and donate it to an orphanage.

20. Radha gets a hundred rupee note inside the school compound. What should she do?

- She should keep the money with her.
- She should submit that in the office
- She should go on asking everybody whether this money belongs to them.

21. Veenu has a single pen. A poor classmate demands a pen from him. What should he do?

- Give the pen.
- Refuse to give the pen.
- Ask his other friends to give him a pen.

22. Nishant has only the bus fare in his pocket. A blind beggar asks from Nishant for money. What should he do?

- Give away the money to the beggar and go walking.
- Tell the beggar that he can’t pay to him any money since he only has his bus fare.
- Ask the beggar to take money from him on some other occasion.

23. There is scar on the body of the cat because of a dog’s bite. She often drinks milk from Maya’s house. What should Maya do?

- Place the cat in a safe place
- Nurse the wound. Give milk and place the cat in a safe place.
- Go away by doing nothing.
24. Tapan is very hungry. He has only one bread. A hungry beggar asks for the bread. What should Tapan do?

- Give away the bread to the beggar
- Give half bread to the beggar
- Should not give any bread to the beggar

25. Kiran is sitting in the bus. One lady is standing with a small baby in her lap. What should Kiran do?

- Offer the seat to the lady and keep standing.
- She should not offer the seat to the lady.
- Request a person to stand up from a lady’s seat and make room for the lady there.

26. What should be done with the surrendered dacoits?

- They should be shot dead
- They should be punished as per laws.
- They should be given an opportunity to live as normal citizens by liberalising the laws.

27. A sick handicapped beggar is lying on the road. What should one do?

- Tell someone to help him out.
- Leave him on his own condition.
- Take him to the hospital for treatment.

28. A lost child comes to Paresh by chance. Paresh is in a hurry for some important work. What should Paresh do?

- He should hand over the child to the police.
- He should not help him and go away on his work.
- He should find out the parents and hand over the child though he is in a great hurry.

29. A passenger lost all the money due to pick-pocket while entering into a bus. What should Amit do?

- He should buy the ticket for the passenger.
- He should refuse to pay the money.
- He should request the conductor to allow him to travel without ticket.
30. A person is seriously injured in a truck accident. Having seen this, what should Arvinda do?

He should take the injured person to the hospital.
He should hand over the injured person to others and escape by saying that he has a very important work.
He should go away by doing nothing.

31. Whose behaviour would you like?

Ramesh washes and wipes his hands before meals.
Mahesh only wipes his hands before meals.
Rakesh does not wash or wipe his hands before meals.

32. Whose behaviour would you like?

Sunil regularly brushes his teeth.
Neel brushes his teeth when his mother reminds him.
Sheel does not brush his teeth even when his mother reminds him.

33. Whose behaviour would you like?

Rajesh wipes his dirty hands on his shirts.
Rakesh wipes his dirty hands on any clothes he sees.
Ramesh wipes his dirty hands on a handkerchief.

34. Whose behaviour would you like?

Rama keeps her school bag near the door after coming home back from school.
Harsha hangs her bag on a peg after coming back from school.
Deepa keeps her bag wherever she likes.

35. Whose behaviour would you like?

Nirali keeps long nails.
Kanan cuts her nails regularly.
Kavita cuts her nails whenever she is reminded by elders.

36. Whose behaviour would you like?

Daksha throws waste paper anywhere she likes at home.
Raksha throws waste paper on one side at home.
Sheba throws waste paper in the dustbin.